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Womens Liberation And The African
Set just before the end of the war of liberation, Then a Wind Blew is a “fascinating, ambitious and brave novel”. Kay Powell describes unfolding events in the dying years of Rhodesia both inside the ...
New novel charts liberation war through women’s eyes
Author Anna Malaika Tubbs shares a rare look at the mothers of Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X and James Baldwin in her book “The Three Mothers.” ...
How these three unsung Black mothers indelibly shaped the civil rights movement
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt launched the tradition of assessing the first 100 days of new leadership when during a speech he offered it up as a good point ...
Black Women’s Leadership During the First 100 Days
Four Black women have entered the 2021 Virginia gubernatorial race. If elected, the commonwealth would become the first state with a Black female governor.
Glass ceiling on statewide offices remains for Black women
Hattiesburg Councilwoman Deborah Delgado hosted the “Black Girls Run for Office, Black Girls Vote” event to help promote physical and political activity for Black women. The event was hosted at Chain ...
Councilwoman Delgado hosts event to promote voting for Black women
Inferior screening and structural racism contribute to higher breast cancer deaths in Black women, experts say.
Why Black women are more likely than white women to die of breast cancer
Many academics don’t get much popular attention for their work, and historian Olivette Otele knows it. The Paris-raised, U.K.-based scholar was surprised to see her research draw widespread attention ...
Why the First Black Woman to Be a History Professor in the U.K. Sees Her New Book African Europeans as a 'Call to Arms'
Available for sale from Heritage Auctions, Zoe Crosher, The Overexposing, Fading, Blurring, Crumpling Up Liberated Original Nurse (Darkest) (2012), ...
The Overexposing, Fading, Blurring, Crumpling Up Liberated Original Nurse (Darkest), 2012
There were claims that a black snake with white spots was seen moving on the pulpit before it was doused in petrol and set on fire.
No black snake came to our church pulpit- Reverend Lucy Natasha
The orgasm gap, the disparity in orgasms in couples, between men and women continues to be a constant issue when it comes to women and their sexual wellness. Foria, a health and sexual wellness ...
How Foria’s CBD Products Can Help Close The Orgasm Gap For Women
For junior political science major Kasiyah Tatem, president of Sisters On The Move, the organization is all about staying true to your identity. “[It] really is a home away from home for the young ...
Sisters On The Move: Providing a home away from home for women of color
Amy Winehouse's father Mitch and mother Janis will auction some of their late daughter's clothes ahead of the ten-year anniversary of the singer's death in July in a bid to raise money for charity.
Amy Winehouse's clothes to be auctioned by late singer's family ahead of ten-year death anniversary
Long ago, democracy already found that never saying no leads to unfreedom. Hopefully, the temporary life-saving corona restrictions will only mark the beginning of a further perma ...
After the corona restrictions, we need many more limits to protect democracy
Dr. Imani Walker has an issue with the strong Black woman trope. The psychiatrist and Married to Medicine star tells Yahoo Life that the idea that has been deeply ingrained in the Black community has ...
Why ‘Married to Medicine’ star Dr. Imani Walker says the strong Black woman stereotype is harmful
ISLAMABASD, MAY 03 (online): we learn about the gynecological healthcare experiences of Black women in the United Kingdom. We also speak with Dr. Christine Ekechi, who is a co-chair of the Race ...
We all bleed the same color’: Why do Black women in the UK experience disparities in gynecological care?
High blood pressure, a heart disease risk factor, is “a huge thing” for many Black women, according to new research coming out of Emory University Hospital. The Atlanta institution’s Women’s Heart ...
What Black women in their 20s and 30s can do to prevent heart disease
Full spoilers follow for The Falcon and the Winter Soldier. The Falcon and the Winter Soldier is a politically-loaded story about power, who wields it, and who has the right to wield it. The ...
The Falcon and the Winter Soldier Takes a Muddled Approach to the New Captain America
CEO and founder of the national black Doulas Association joins OB/GYN Dr. Jill Hechtman on the Bloom Maternity Special with why there needs to be more support of minority moms-to-be.
Maternal Mortality in the African-American Women is on the Rise
Shantrelle P. Lewis' "In Our Mothers' Gardens" provides a space for Black women, including #MeToo founder Tarana Burke, to honor their histories.
Review: 'In Our Mothers' Gardens' allows Black women to collectively share their stories
Chicago Police have issued a community alert, after a woman was attacked overnight in the Fulton Market area. Chicago Weather: Rainy Saturday Night And Start To Chilly Mother's Day, But Warmup ...
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